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Abstract 

This paper presents an overview on immersive technologies in relation to their potential for industrial innovation. In particular, 
Extended Reality (XR) is proposed by describing the most common solutions and innovative methods to overcome inherent 
problems of these technologies. Virtual & Augmented Reality (VR & AR ) are presented respect their potential for uses such as 
innovative human-machine interfaces, remote maintenance, remote commissioning, 3D rendering, virtual factory, virtual 
assembly and training. The paper analyze the strong contribution that Immersive Technologies are bringing in multiple sectors 
including Industries and the future trends aiming to further increase usability of these technologies such as it is happening in 
overcoming spatial constraints. 
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1. Introduction 

Improving processes with immersive technologies is 
an opportunity that companies, characterized by 
complex production processes and product 
development, are taking advantage of (Berg & Vance, 
2017). Nowadays, software and hardware 
developments have been greatly fast, allowing high 
technology to be deployed in the market for 
significantly beneficial use cases. Nowadays, 
Immersive Technologies, such as Extended Reality 
(XR), Mixed Reality (MR), Virtual Reality (VR), 
Augmented Reality AR), are creating new 
opportunities. Indeed the Immersive Technologies, 
also known as Digital Reality, jointly with the Internet 
of Things (IoT) and complex control systems are 
paving the way for huge innovations. Digital Reality 
allows users to interact with a virtual environment in 
an apparently physical way using wearable (i.e. HMD) 

or mobile devices. Currently there are some significant 
use cases in the industrial sector regarding several 
topics: remote collaboration, immersive and 
collaborative training, data visualization and design. 
The benefits affect the whole process starting from the 
enhancement of the product design to the 
improvement of proficiency, supply chain planning, 
and workforce collaboration. These have had a real 
boost in the last years solving some of the inherent 
problems of these technologies. Headsets are 
especially experiencing great innovations. VR devices 
are decreasing the image latency at a high rate, the 
enhancement of mobile computing will soon eliminate 
the need to connect and new breakthroughs in 
tracking objects, body parts and movements are 
opening the way for a whole set of applications. 

2. Existing Technologies and Future Trends 

The technologies used to create an immersive 
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experience are becoming more and more sophisticated 
and realistic, while at the same time their cost are 
downgraded making it possible to extend their use in 
many more application areas (Hale & Stanney, 2014; 
Bruzzone et al.,2016a; Berg & Vance, 2017). Along last 
years we moved from original 1 million USD cost of a 
CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) around 
20 years ago, to 40’000 USD for the basic 
configuration of a modern compact interoperable and 
touchscreen system such as SPIDER (Simulation 
Practical Immersive Dynamic Environment for 
Reengineering) introduced by Simulation Team 
(Hereld et al., 2000; Cruz-Neira et al.,2013; Bruzzone 
et al.,2016b). What it is interesting in relation to 
SPIDER is that even if visualization just FULL HD over 
2m wide screens surrounding the people inside the 
cube, it introduces two very innovative concept at low 
price:  

• touch screen solution that enables to touch the 
screens all around SPIDER users (in the above 
mentioned basic configuration over 270 
horizontally within the cubicle of 2m x 2m x 2.6m) 
and interact with objects 

• fully interoperability allowing to combine the 
SPIDER with multiple models and simulators as 
part of a Federation 

This means that even low cost solutions nowadays 
introduce very high value new features and 
capabilities respect old classical expensive solutions 
that were limiting the use mostly just to defense and 
aerospace (Vandervliet 1992; Oberhauser et al.,2015) 

In addition, the developments in the field of VR & 
AR devices have create a scalable set of solutions that 
moves from 400’000 USD of an advanced 
Visualization System to 40’000 of a SPIDER, 4’000 for 
AR with Hololens, 400 for VR with Oculus Rift down to 
less than 40 Euro for a Headset holder for a 
Smartphone able to support stereoscopic viewing and 
VR (Papachristos et al.,2017; Bruzzone et al. 2019; Elor 
et al.2020). Obviously in case of distributed interactive 
simulation it is crucial proper adoption of correct 
protocols and data exchange as well as techniques to 
improve connectivity performance (Bruzzone et al., 
1998, Zeigler et al., 1998; Fujimoto 2000; 2017; Liu et 
al., 2014; Graf et al., 2017). 

So today, there are many mix of solutions that, 
based on the different application and user, results to 
be the most effective. 

2.1. Overview on Existing Technologies 

Virtual Reality and Simulation have a very 
consolidated history, therefore it is fundamental to 
outline that current solutions are turned to be much 
more effective and efficient of past ones with limited 
costs as already stated before, so following survey 
provides an overview on the major components of 
modern XR solutions. 

2.1.1. Systems & Devices 

Smartphones and tablets are the simplest device to be 
used due to their wide adoption. By the way, it is 
possible to create valuable experiences when they do 
not need a high level of complexity in operations and 
graphics (Steed & Julier, 2013; Ko et al.,2013).  

These devices are mostly used for augmented 
reality. Augmented Reality (AR) overlays virtual and 
real world. For example, it could introduce text, 
images and animations on top of physical objects. 
Mixed Reality (MR) term is used to describe more 
interactive AR (Benford & Gianmachi, 2011). 

Interesting use cases for AR are the ones where 
operators and experts are geographically spread (i.e. 
Remote Maintenance, remote commissioning, etc.). 
Today VR and AR could provide major benefits in 
remote service and maintenance as demonstrated by 
recent researches by the authors (Bruzzone et 
al.,2016d). Indeed, developing a web application based 
on mobile devices that tracks objects and overlap 
virtual ones can be a competitive advantage, allowing 
companies and agencies to reap a huge amount of 
money and improve communication in tough 
situations (Bruzzone et al.,2016a; Mourtzis et al.2017).  

For Virtual Reality the set of equipment includes, 
but not limited to Head Mounted Displays (HMD), 
projected environments, controllers, motion 
platforms, motion tracking systems, haptic gloves and 
suits. Principal fields of application of VR are 
education, training and entertainment, but also 
support of engineering and safety preparation 
(Jacobson & Hwang 2002; Hale & Stanney, 2014); by 
the way recently even autonomous systems are 
turning in additional elements of modern XR for 
multiple purposes (Bruzzone et al., 2016c; Kim et al., 
2018). However, technologies and objectives are 
evolving and changing rapidly (Muñoz-Saavedra et 
al.,2020). 

VR solutions are used for training of operators of 
different kind of machinery in industry (e.g. cranes), 
facilities (e.g. industrial plants) as well as for 
recreational (e.g. museums & exhibitions) & 
educational purposes in classrooms (Whisker et al., 
2003; Bruzzone & Longo, 2013; Mastli & Zhang, 2017; 
Longo et al.,2018; Liu et al.,2020; Puig et al., 2020). 

Most products include not only headsets, but also 
controllers, capable to provide interaction capabilities 
with the virtual world (Sagayam & Hemanth, 2017; 
Kumari & Polke, 2018). For example, many controllers 
allow tracking not only position but also spatial 
orientation, which can be used to ‘point’ on virtual 
objects, drag and drop them. Such systems can include 
different set of inputs, starting from one simple click 
button and up to combination of joysticks, buttons and 
touch sensors capable to detect “near click” (Bowman 
et al., 2012; Coelho et al., 2014).  

There are solutions that are also non wearable. The 
most common are called CAVES (Cruz Neira et al., 
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2012). CAVES have been used in many different fields, 
from military training to medicine to visualize parts of 
a body giving so an opportunity to prepare for 
operation in shared environment (Hale et al. 2014). In 
addition to these fields there are CAVE used in 
Universities and Industries as virtual show rooms, or 
in Museum for the reproduction of natural or past 
environment (Muhanna, 2015). In facts, some 
applications of CAVE are specifically related to 
entertainment sector (Jacobson &amp; Hwang 2002). 
In facts, a CAVE contains usually a limited space where 
virtual world is reproduced, but it allow the users to 
enter and eventually, by most modern solutions, to 
interact with it (Hale et al. 2014; Bruzzone et al. 
2016a). Images could be created using classic direct 
view otherwise rear projection, which reduce 
drastically number of components inside CAVE, hence 
improving its virtual immersion, however this 
solution is not so comfortable in exploitation and 
requires bigger external volume and space occupancy 
of the whole equipment (Hale et al. 2014. 

2.1.2. Motion Platform 

The user experience of both the HMD and Caves can be 
enhanced through the integration of a motion 
platform (Advani & Va, 1995; Chen 2001; Thöndel 
2010; Lee 2020). They allow simulation of vibration, 
collisions and accelerations. It is possible to employ in 
virtual reality even more specific or specialized 
equipment (VanderVliet 1992; Pollini et al.,2008). In 
practice, nowadays more and more devices are being 
developed with VR integration in mind. In the 
following lines is shown a specific motion platform 
that has been used for helicopter simulation that 
represent an interesting application field (Schroeder, 
1999). 

Figure 1 proposes as example a 6 DOF (Degrees of 
Freedom) motion device based on Steward Platform 
(in this case courtesy of Brunner for model 
Motion1000); the corresponding motion control 
system provides different motion cueing algorithms, 
allowing adapt the device for different types of 
simulations. A motion platform represent an 
interesting opportunity for improving fidelity of the 
flight simulator and it reduces discrepancies between 
the vestibular and the visual system during the virtual 
reality simulation; therefore in flight-simulators this 
is on the most sickening factors. It is important to 
outline that Artificial Intelligence has a great potential 
in reducing the impact of motion sickness by 
developing innovative control systems able to mitigate 
it though prediction of users movements (Hell et al., 
2018). Therefore it is always necessary to remember 
that is fundamental to properly evaluate the advantage 
provided by motion platform respect the specific 
objective of the simulator (Amico et al.,2000).  

 

Figure 1. Steward Motion Platform 6 DoF 

2.1.3. Tracking Systems 

The applications that imply a physical movement of 
one or more users need a tracking system (Chang et 
al., 2001; Cameron et al.,2011; Shin et al.,2016; Park et 
al., 2017). As aforementioned, HMDs have their own 
tracking system for a narrow area. For custom 
applications or for expanding the available walking 
area there are different technologies for navigation 
and positioning.  

In the following lines, different type of devices will 
be analyzed: 

• Inertial measurements units (IMU): They are 
devices capable to detect angular and linear 
accelerations (Zhang et al., 2015). These sensors 
are usually relatively cheap and allow to provide 
minimum positioning to various devices, such as 
smartphones. These systems do not depend on 
external services or infrastructures.  IMUs are 
particularly useful for dead reckoning – to 
guarantee positioning even after external 
connections are lost (e.g. GPS after enter in 
tunnel). The principal component of any IMU are 
accelerometers and gyroscopes. It possible to find 
different types of accelerometers and gyroscopes , 
for instances in mobile systems they are very 
small, yet they provide high level of precision 

• GNSS: One of most known systems for outdoor 
positioning is GPS, which is used in most of 
modern mobile phones. It allows to identify 
coordinates in most of the world, even if final 
precision could be not sufficient for certain 
purposes. There are several projects which employ 
positioning data obtained from GNSS and 
gyroscopes in augmented reality applications, for 
instance, to extend functionality of navigators 
(Angelino et al.,2012; Wang et al.,2012). 

• Radio beacons: In some situations it is convenient 
to utilize general purpose indoor positioning 
systems (Foxlin et al.,1998); for instance, they 
often offer higher range of operations respect 
custom solutions. Currently, several different 
technologies are used for indoor positioning, most 
diffused are: 

1. Bluetooth 
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2. UWB 
3. Wifi 

• Constellation tracking: It is inspired by the old 
method navigation (Cortez et al.,2017). Indeed, 
each device is equipped with unique configuration 
of IR LEDs, visible only to tracking stations, which 
are capable to individuate position and orientation 
of each piece of equipment. This type of tracking 
requires brief installation and configuration of 
equipment following interactive instruction. 
Positioning is based on external sensors so proper 
positioning is require. 

Focusing on Augmented reality, modern toolkits 
allow using various objects as positing tags: QR codes, 
images, surfaces with patterns (Pence, 2010). Tag 
recognition starts by detecting “features” like sharp 
or spiked details image. 

It is highly recommended that such tags have high 
contrast, elevated number of features and avoid too 
repetitive patterns (e.g. grids). The disadvantage of 
this approach is that false positive and false negative 
detection has relatively high probability and that 
image targets must satisfy basic requirements. 

In virtual reality headset, the tracking system 
continuously maps the environment around and tries 
to correlate it with known ones, consequently 
understanding its relative position. 

From the experience in industrial projects in 
emerged a difficulty in operation in following 
conditions: 

• Presence of multiple moving obstacles which 
obstruct positioning, such as human operators or 
conveyor belts 

• Operation in zones with wide empty areas, for 
example free part of a warehouse and very big 
rooms, which overwhelm capacity of recognition 
of 3D vision and depth perception sensors 

Tracking users’ movements enhance these 
applications also for motion capture. Motion capture 
data in immersive experiences might be used both to 
register real user behaviors and reproduce them in 
avatars and to build predictive models. Indeed, 
predictive algorithms applied to tracking systems can 
improve the system performance forecasting in real-
time which will be the users movements during the 
experience. Some examples of motion capture are:  

• Mechanical or magnetic: Physical sensors are 
attached to the body. 

• Optical-passive: Is based on reflective markers 
tracked by cameras, usually operating in IR. High 
precision, widely used. 

• Optical-active: Similar to the previous one but 
uses LED markers. 

• Video marker less: Software-based tracking of 
objects in video feed.  

• Inertial: Position of objects is dead reckoned by 
IMU 

It is particularly challenging to track in high fidelity 
the hands movements. Controllers provide a basic 
tracking. For example the HMDs controllers can detect 
whether a hand is open or not and basic movements of 
fingers. A technological solution that is being widely is 
the Leap Motion is an optical hand-tracking device 
that captures the movement hands. The Leap Motion 
is mounted on the front part of HMDs; this causes the 
main shortfall of the device. Indeed, the leap motion 
tracks the movement only when the user is looking at 
their hands. By the way, it constitutes a cost effective 
and precise solution.  

2.2. Overview on Future Trends 

The immersive technologies have a great 
development both in technology and applications and 
provide even new ways to create special experience for 
users affecting their perception and emotions in a 
more deep way (Gonzalez et al., 2015). Hereby are 
listed some trends that could a breakthrough in this 
field: 

• Retinal Projection 
• Free-Roaming 
• Digital Twin Integration 
• New Connectivity 

2.2.1.  Retinal Projection 

Recently there is a growing interest to retinal display 
technology, which project image directly into eye 
retina (Kenyon et al., 2014; Mi et al., 2018). Example of 
such recent project is Intel Vaunt, which look like 
normal glasses from the outside. 

2.2.2. Free-Roaming 

Free-roaming allows trainees/users to move freely 
within a room by tracking their movements (Wang et 
al.,2011). In fact, the system reproduces exactly the 
movements in a parallel virtual environment that 
remains aligned to the action of the people involved 
and any virtual twin of physical objects, whether real 
or mockup; this allows users to interact with each 
other and with the simulation. These systems can 
work in an integrated way with Virtual reality using 
free roaming as an added value to experiment 
different scenarios for training or decision support. It 
is possible to train trainees to respond to sudden 
events or perform maintenance operations of complex 
equipment or damaged vehicles in a virtual 
environment. 

The possibility of interaction between one 
trainees/user and the other is a breakthrough, 
combining Virtual Reality (Free Roaming compared to 
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common Virtual Reality systems). 

Below are listed the main advantages of this 
approach: 

• Tracking of body movements including upper and 
lower limbs and fingers. (Ex: The trainee has the 
ability to follow the movements of his hands 
within the virtual environment) 

• Social Interaction of Trainees: Trainees can 
cooperate thanks to the creation of avatars to 
which real movements are associated, tracked by 
trackers. 

• Interaction with virtual objects: the same trackers 
can also be placed on physical devices, associating 
them to virtual objects that are reported within the 
scenario 

• Modularity: the system can manage from 1 to 6 
trainees 

• Space Scalability: You can develop flexible 
applications operating on different scenarios and 
sizes. In the following the technical description is 
based on a reference size of 25 m2, but of course it 
is possible to extend and scale the system for 
larger spaces with additional devices and 
upgrades. 

• Retention Rate: Through the use of virtual reality 
with free-roaming is guaranteed a faster learning 
compared to traditional technologies. In how 
much it is tied up the training to particularly 
immersive experiences, where the proprioceptive 
elements and of psicophysical fellowship are 
emphasized from the tracking of the behavior of 
the subjects and their body during the simulated 
activities. 

• Overcoming spatial constraints: The key point of 
the innovativeness of the system lies in the fact 
that the user, or trainee, will not have the 
constraints of movement imposed by traditional 
VR systems, as the free-roaming system is 
Wireless and, through tracking, allows you to 
walk, move, climb on objects, move between 
different rooms allowing, possibly, the extension 
on articulated spaces (e.g. inside a building, plant 
or vessel). 

• Transportable: the system can be easily 
disassembled and assembled to be moved 
according to needs. 

• Detection of biometric parameters (e.g. muscle 
tone, heartbeat) through an optional module that 
can be integrated. 

The movements need to be tracked and the data 
have to be sent to the local computer. In order to do so, 
it is proposed the following scheme: 

 
Figure 2 – Tracking 

 
Figure 3 – Body Trackers 

The tracking camera follow the tracker mounted on 
the users like in Figure 3. An example of the tracking 
cameras for a default space of 25 square meters is 
shown in figure 4.  
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Tracking Camera 
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2.2.3. Digital Twin Integration 

Digital twin is a term that has been used firstly in 
2002, but it became actual during the recent years due 
to the advent on low cost sensors (Qi & Tao, 2018). 
Indeed, with WSN (wireless sensor network) it is 
possible to create a real time data stream of 
parameters that describe the behavior of physical 
objects. Showing relevant data during the production 
is indeed an important aspect in production. For 
instance, there are some use cases of visualizing data 
overlapped to high fidelity models of complex systems 
(production lines, turbines, harbor security, etc.) and 
visualizing key information directly on site (Lu & Xu, 
2018). Another aspect is about the integration of 
immersive scenarios on product lifecycle management 
tools.  

2.2.4. Digital Twin Integration 

The connectivity speed and reliability is fast 
increasing and its turning to be even more accessible 
due to emerging technologies; so it is evident the 
potential benefits for Extended Reality in drastical 
reduction of  latency by new technological solutions 
such as 5G (Gomez-Barquero et al., 2019) 

3. Conclusions 

This study provides an overview on several solutions 
devoted to apply Extended to a wide spectrum of 
applications. In fact the immersive technologies 
demonstrate along last three decades an impressive 
evolution and are moving out of research labs into 
industries as well as in common our life . Current 
emerging trends and future research are directed 
towards new concepts that stress the interoperability 
and intuitiveness required to make these solutions 
even more usable. For sure, Artificial Intelligence is a 
major driver in this sense considering that is able to 
extend the capabilities of these systems and integrate 
dynamically data in consistently way  
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